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considerable
tht if he wk should be elected moderator he unA would then have to do a considerbie

amount of traveling;, and he would need me to assist him in earring on the work at

Princeton Seminary. He said also that if the modernists should succeed in getting

control of Princeton Seminary, then there was a possibility that they might try to

start a new seminary, and in that case that he would certainl need me to assist him

in that endeavor. When I got this news my plans wre naturally thrown into confusion.

I could not make definite decisions until an answer was obtained to these two questions.

If we was should not be elected moderator, and if he continued should continue

at Princeton under the conditions that had prevailed before, it would then be possible

for me to stay another' year in berlin. Wm When' I realized' this situation I tried to

get information as to whether the those had happened. IN Berlin I could have

access to The New York Times However, when I began to look, T he NYT°had already

not yet given an account of the General Assembly, so I did not know whether he had

been elected moderator o r or whether a change anything had been done about

changing the control of Princeton Seminary. There was alvo availabel in Berlin a

paper called the Paris edition of The New YOrk V.1 Herald-Tribune This paper,

far smaller than The NYT°, gave information about current events in the US*. I did

not know whether it would say anything about the Pres° GA*, but when I began to look

for it, that event had already occurred. Itwas too late for any copy that I could
about it,

find to give information even supposing they would tell. Consequently I was in a

state of considerable uncertainty. Then I received a letter-from Dr. Allis, saying

that the modernists had gained control of Princeton Seminary, that he and Dr. Wilson

and Dr. Machen were ±m±s joining together in an effort to start a new seminary in

P}LL1a°, and that of course Dr. Wilson that I would doubtless hear soon from

Dr. Wilson, because if "of course Dr. Wilson will want you to be his assistant in

the new seminary." The purpose of Dr. Allis' writing me was to ask me to go to the

second-handj theological book stores in/ Leipsig, a six-hour railroad trip from BErlin,

to get some second-hbnd books and send them to him. I went to Leipsig and

p urchased as many of the particular books Dr. Allis desired as I could find and

ordered them thipped to him, and expected a letter from Dr. Wilson. Time went on and
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